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ABSTRACT

This report covers one of the most demanding issues of network users i.e. network testing.
Network testing in this study is about performance evaluation of networks, by putting traffic 
load gradually to determine the queuing delay for different traffics. Testing of such 
operations is becoming complex and necessary due to use of real time applications such as 
voice and video traffic, parallel to elastic data of ordinary applications over WAN links. 
Huge size elastic data occupies almost 80% resources and causes delay for time sensitive 
traffic. Performance parameters like service outage, delay, packet loss and jitter are tested to 
assure the reliability factor of provided Quality of Service (QoS) in the Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs). 

Normally these network services are tested after deployment of physical networks. In this 
case most of the time customers have to experience unavailability (outage) of network 
services due to increased levels of load and stress. According to user-centric point of view 
these outages are violation and must be avoided by the net-centric end. 

In order to meet these challenges network SLAs are tested on simulators in lab environment. 
This study provides a solution for this problem in a form of testbed simulator named 
Combinatorial TestBed Simulator (CTBS). Prototype of this simulator is developed for 
conducting experiment. It provides a systematic approach of combinatorial structures for 
finding such traffic patterns that exceeds the limit of queuing delay, committed in SLAs. 

Combinatorics is a branch of mathematics that deals with discrete and normally finite 
elements. In the design of CTBS, technique of combinatorics is used to generate a variety of 
test data that cannot be generated manually for testing the given network scenario. To 
validate the design of CTBS, results obtained by pilot runs are compared with the results 
calculated using timeline. After validation of CTBS design, actual experiment is conducted 
to determine the set of traffic patterns that exceeds the threshold value of queuing delay for 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) traffic.

Keywords: Combinatorial Structures, Network Performance Parameters, Traffic Patterns, 
Reliability Measurement, Discrete Event Simulations (DES)
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble
Testing of network means performance evaluation of network services that has been started 
since 1970’s (birth of Internet). For a long time, users of the Internet remained reluctant to 
use it, due to unavailability of SLAs and lot of security reasons. According to [1], continuous 
availability of committed data transfer rate and policy of controlled data transaction between 
two willing parties must be properly tested. Network testing becomes obvious in case of 
commercial users as they demand SLAs for their business continuity. In case of corporate 
networks, improvement and reliability cannot be achieved without testing because of 
dynamic nature of network scenarios. Taking care of QoS parameters like delay, packet loss, 
jitter, packet sequencing, voice/video quality, Network Service Providers (NSPs) ensure a 
better service by prioritizing certain types of traffic over others. Rapid innovations in the 
area of network based applications demand voice, video and mission-critical data 
transmission parallel to ordinary elastic data over the network as commodity. These 
commodities of societies demand monitoring and maintenance of network quality. Whereas 
availability of network services and maintenance require live network monitoring of inbound 
and outbound traffic, latency and jitter as well as prompt troubleshooting [2].

In order to meet all above stated demands of network users, this study emphasizes on the 
need of network testing before deployment. The verification of any significant change in the 
scenario/configurations should be treated in the same way. The only way to verify the 
network before deployment is testing on simulation. Researchers test the validity of network 
protocols, devices and policies under varied conditions to determine their robustness and 
reliability on network simulators like Ns, OpNet, and Boson NetworkSim. These simulators 
provide a testbed for experiment on scenario/configurations. [3]

Evaluation of network performance parameters can be done through many ways but for the 
surety of minimum SLAs and load testing are the two well known approaches. Load testing 
is used to determine how network will perform in a typical environment under “load 
condition” [4]. In order to define the load so many metrics could be consider like a very
large number of sessions, a large number of users, or a large number of connections and 
most important of all a huge amount of traffic incoming and outgoing from the network. 
Traffic pattern that refers to the order of packets belonging to different types in a traffic 
stream may also cause different values of load. Determination of these traffic patterns that 
cause maximum load is the focus point of this study. Before finding specific patterns the 
study of combinatorics has to discuss that is used to generate all possible patterns.  

Combinatorial testing is a relatively new domain in the field of testing. It can be applied as 
black box testing on the System under Test (SUT) for generating test suite. This test suite 
covers input-output parameter relationships of the system. It is important that how many 
parameters can be varied to alter output for achieving desired results. Execution cost of 
making a complete test-suite is normally high in case of multi valued parameters and 
systems that depends on many parameters.  That is why combinatorial testing is applied by 
focusing a small number of parameters which usually cause faults or highly desired by the 
system users. [5] 

This study covers the mapping of current market problem with the help of questionnaire i.e. 
transmission of VOIP traffic parallel to elastic data. A typical network scenario of corporate 
network is considered as SUT. Signaling Device, Signaling Protocol, ITU-T codec for VOIP 
and WAN Link are considered as input parameters. Whereas values for each parameter are
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set on the behalf of market survey that is held for determining most commonly used 
configurations for these parameters.   

After identification of parameters and respective values for each parameter, a technique of 
combinatorial optimization is used to reduce the size of test cases. There are many 
optimization techniques given in [5] like pruning in vectors, covering arrays, traversing in 
trees and spanning in graphs that help a lot in combinatorial test generation and their 
optimization.

In IBM news forum [6] Alan Hartman is writing that Combinatorial Test Services (CTS) is a 
library of test cases that can be used for testing by mean of input parameters or 
configurations of any network. According to the author’s best knowledge lot of studies like 
[3, 5, and 6] has conducted for network testing using CTS but these studies considered
operating systems, applications, devices and protocols as parameters. The focus of this study 
is to deal with type of traffic as the key parameter. This study recommends that load and 
stress testing of this key parameter should be done before deployment of live network. 
Before committing SLAs with the subscriber traffic patterns must be tested in the lab using 
testbed simulations. To achieve this goal, Combinatorial TestBed Simulator (CTBS) is 
designed in this study.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this study is to introduce a new trend in combinatorial testing in the field of 
networks using network traffic as a focused parameter. Network traffic is not used as a 
combinatorial testing parameter in simulators till yet, although it is a biggest factor while 
setting SLAs. This testing can be done after deployment of network in live scenarios but this 
study focuses on network testing using simulations to design proactive network policies 
under load and stress.

For this purpose major concerns which are going to deal are as following:
 Design of questionnaire to identify network scenario between the two parties, 

applications and protocol demanded by the subscriber, and the bandwidth or channel 
capacity between two parties as a carrier service.

 Identification of the boundary conditions (peak and average load and number of 
requests) for the network according to throughput.

 Identification of minimum number of test cases using the approach of combinatorial 
optimization by dealing all of the above information.

 Verification of all of the test cases in simulator by creating same scenarios to test 
load and stress.

1.3 Research Questions
Following research questions are going to address during this study:

RQ1. Can the technique of combinatorial structures help network testing by finding network               
service outage conditions? 

RQ2. To which extent design of network simulator is possible on the behalf of combinatorial 
testing and how much it will be reliable?

RQ3. How results of designed simulator will help live networks?

1.4 Expected Outcomes
Outcome of the research will be a detailed study containing the following:

 Design and implementation of CTBS.
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 Development of a test suit based on combinatorial traffic patterns for putting load as 
a set of test cases.

 Results of pilot runs based on runtime traffic changing possibilities to evaluate 
maximum stress and load.

 Statistical analysis on the results of pilot runs for reliability measurement of 
simulator 

 Results of simulations for proactive strategies in live networks as a major outcome.

1.5 Research Methodology
Mixed research approach [8] is adopted to conduct this research as the demand of multiple 
phases. In initial phase, detailed literature study is done to understand the network testing, 
network load and stress metrics, combinatorial testing and usage of simulators in the field of 
testing. After studying the literature, a questionnaire is designed and filled from focus groups 
[13] as a qualitative method. On the basis of obtained data from questionnaires, quantitative 
research methodology is adopted to achieve the results by mean of experiment on simulator
specially designed for and as a part of this study. Using results of simulation, inductive mode 
is applied to draw a general conclusion on the behalf of limited set of observations. Nature of 
the study is explanatory, as results of experiment are explaining cause and effect of given 
problem. Overall the nature of study is applied research as results will be applied to real 
world situations.

1.6 Target Industry of CTBS 
The outcome of this study, i.e. CTBS, is equally beneficial for the network-centric and user-
centric QoS implementation. The implementation of QoS in networks consists of proactive 
or reactive measures. Simulators are used for testing of networks before deployment, so
proactive strategies can be adopted ahead of or during configuration. Using the results of 
CTBS, service providers may guarantee QoS to their users in a more realistic way. CTBS 
can be used to test the network services for different network-based applications via T1, T3, 
DS1, DS3 or Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) channel providers for making corresponding SLAs. 
Also, using CTBS, equipment manufacturers might find CTBS helpful to optimize their 
packet scheduling policies.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Informal testing of network might have started earlier than 1970’s due to the critic nature of 
human being. But according to history of the Internet, it was started after implementation of 
Network Control Protocol (NCP) in 1970. Invention of bandwidth-hungry applications and 
high expectations of customers, are demanding some more advancement in this field. Today 
all businesses rely on IT services whereas fast, secure and reliable communication is a grown 
commodity for these IT services. These business users demand SLAs from their providers to 
avoid major and minor outages. Network providers meet these demands by monitoring and 
maintenance of network quality. According to [2] availability of network services and 
maintenance require live network monitoring and prompt troubleshooting of inbound and 
outbound traffic, latency and jitter.

Live network testing is mandatory but first time deployment of network or any change in 
network configuration should be tested on simulators first. These simulators help to validate
new configurations for achieving trust of customers. Lot of network simulators [3] like NS, 
OpNet, Boson NetworkSim are available that can be used as testbed of experiments for 
scenario validation. By mean of variation in different network input parameters, (load, 
hardware resources, protocols) worst case behavior of the network services can be analyzed 
easily.

According to [9], measurement and improvements in network can be done by controlling 
performance parameters. But these measurements are done in live networks under running 
conditions that cause high risk. On the other side network simulators are currently supporting 
network testing on the behalf of devices (platform type), Operating System (OS), and 
network technologies but not according to type of traffic by generating its different patterns.

The importance of this study is that it contains an experiment on simulation by varying 
traffic patterns considering them as the key parameter of network systems. Moreover study is 
also boasted with the use of a qualitative approach of “Focus Groups” [12, 13] that deals 
with the recommendations to improve the results. This approach is carried out by mean of 
forwarding a questionnaire to those organizations that are running their businesses over the 
network. 

This research focuses to combine all three different areas into one study. For this purpose a 
survey is conducted for gathering most common traffic natures in corporate networks and 
associated QoS and SLAs. A recommendation for use of simulator for network testing is also 
inquired in this survey. After conducting survey network test suites are generated and 
optimized using combinatorial structures. Finally statistical test are conducted to prove the 
effectiveness and benefits of the study in the area of network testing

Large organizations are investing in the field of Network Quality of Services (QoS) and 
reliability factor of network SLAs. Researchers of Virtual Inter-Network Testbed (VINT) 
project [3] are trying to provide practical innovations that evaluate network protocols on 
simulators. But still the whole research is going on in scattered dimensions. Organizations 
that are interested in live network testing are designing high performance devices [10]. 
Similarly the industry working on network simulators like [11] are trying to provide better 
interface rather than enhanced features. Also giant organizations of the field like IBM, HP 
and Ericson [6] are trying to prove statistical benefits of CTS, based on operating systems, 
applications, hardware and protocols. 
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2.1 Problems Experienced by Focus Groups
A similar kind of survey has conducted in 1998 on focus group for analyzing Resource 
ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) and QoS implementations. This survey is used as a source of 
information for RSVP implementers as QoS features. In this survey of RSVP focus groups is 
asked to report network configurations, software and hardware and available products which 
support RSVP and implement QoS. Lately this data is used to enhance the demand of QoS 
by performing experiment according to configurations. [14] 

2.2 Network Testing
A close research has performed earlier in the field of network testing, yielding the “Regatta 
Framework”. Regatta is a Java-based and an object-oriented framework used for automated 
unit testing. This framework contains further three sub frameworks like computational, 
communication and network testing. [15]
According to demands of users, QoS has become a commodity of next generation networks. 
For this purpose network administrators have to use the test tools for achieving quick and 
reliable results for a specific standard of network QoS. And according to [15] that can only 
be computed in an automated fashion of testing rather than manual testing. Regatta 
framework well models the QoS and SLA automated testing in the following architecture 
diagrams:

Fig. 2.1 Regatta Architecture for QoS Testing [15]

Regatta architecture is showing the network scenario for SLA testing in Fig. 2.2. 

Fig. 2.2 Regatta Architecture for SLA Testing [15]

Another close and related development is about “MD1230A Data Quality Analyzer”. That 
supports network testing by mean of benchmarking of devices and verification of QoS and 
maintenance of SLAs. This unit supports automated testing of networks to determine set of 
QoS parameters like throughput, latency, frame loss rate, back to back frames, system 
recovery and system reset. In this way MD1230A leads a complete performance testing and 
network monitoring solution for data networks. It is able to confirm traffic and network 
availability by effective, flexible and comprehensive network monitoring and analysis. [16]

Euro-NGI is an appealing research sponsored by the European Union (6th Framework) 
Information Society Technologies (IST) for the assessment of user perception towards QoS. 
This research follows quantitative methodology for assessing user opinion about QoS. After 
gathering total number of possible configurations a subset of configurations is subjectively 
evaluated. Selection is done randomly but close to boundaries (under max load and stress). 
After the selection of configurations a set of test cases is generated in a testbed or network 
simulator for the verification of QoS parameters. [17]
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2.3 Network Testing on Simulators
There are numerous types of simulators used for network simulations. Each simulator 
provides a set of modules and in general GUI is the most demanding feature for new comers. 
Besides it, network designers, engineers, and administrators of large organizations demand 
features like network scenario design, configurations of devices, monitoring facility, and 
results analysis. The study [18] compares many network simulators and concludes OpNet as 
the best one.   

Simulators have been used for several years in the field of network testing. Network 
designers require the ability to test the networks under a variety of simulated network 
scenarios. Change in configuration and policies must be verified in the least possible ways. 
But dealing with these possibilities manually is not an easy job that becomes the biggest 
reason of testing of networks using simulators. NEST [19] is an example of this kind of 
network simulator that is used for prototyping testbed.

Fig. 2.3 Architecture of NEST [19]

2.4 Network Load Metrics
Providing QoS and reliability of SLA are more critical under varying conditions, one reason 
of these varying conditions might be heterogeneous nature of network [20]. Study [21] is 
varying network load metrics dealing with the situation of lowering the system resources for 
example system startup, cable cut and failure of network devices, periodic messages and 
enhanced user commands. 

This study focuses on load metrics like a very large number of sessions, users, or 
connections, huge amount of traffic incoming and outgoing from the network. But specific 
patterns of traffic are dealt as the most important load metric. To assess maximum load,
traffic patterns are varied in combinatorial fashion by keeping all other metrics constant.

2.5 Combinatorial Testing
In case of combinatorial testing, identification of number of parameters and values for each 
parameter that involve in test case generation is very important. According to [5] size of a 
complete test suit for a system having 4 parameters and 3 values for each parameter should 
be 34=81. In this small example it is not so high but for some systems it may be impractical 
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to generate and execute a complete test suite. This study is focusing on type of traffic, 
number of connections and entry time of different packets into the priority queues for 
making a combinatorial test suit. Entries of this test suit are traffic patterns that are used as 
test cases. 
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3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

3.1 Scope and Definition of Problem
Literature study is done to develop a better understanding of network performance 
evaluation, combinatorial structures, and simulation techniques. This section provides 
definition of the problem under study and goal that will be achieved by resolving the 
problem. Many simulation based network testing tools are available in the market. The main 
problem is that there is no tool that generates traffic patterns using combinatorial structures 
as automated test cases for network performance evaluation.  

3.2 Sub-questions
In this chapter three main research questions are divided into seven sub-questions. These 
sub-questions are exploring the gap in the domain and trying to define the problem more 
comprehensively. Associated goal with each of the sub-question is enhancing the importance 
and originality of the study. 

SQ1: Is it possible to design a complete combinatorial test suit for network testing?
SQ2: What parameters and their values should be focused with a specific network scenario?
SQ3: Is there any simulator using combinatorial test services currently?
SQ4: Will CTBS perform all necessary test cases?  
SQ5: Will CTBS generate test cases in an automated fashion?
SQ6: How reliability of CTBS will be measured?
SQ7: What would be the outcomes of CTBS and how they will be presented?

3.3 Research Questions Interdependency
Each sub-question is evolving from one of the main research question. To answer the main 
research questions given in section 1.3, each of these raises many other depending issues. 
Relationship of sub-questions and main questions is shown graphically in the Fig. 3.1. 
Ultimately finding the answer of sub-questions will lead the study towards the answer of 
main research questions and objectives of the study. Due to evolution of sub-questions
problem definition is quite clear now. 

Fig. 3.1 Research questions relationship

3.4 Goal
Main goal of this study is identification of a set of traffic patterns resulting low performance 
due to transmission of VOIP and elastic traffic in parallel. The set of traffic patterns will be 
identified in a simulator with the help of combinatorial structures. This set will be helpful for 
the industry while configuring their live networks. In this chapter, unit goals are discussed 
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that leads towards main goal at the end study. Unit goals are mentioned separately against 
each sub-question as following:

SQ1: Is it possible to design a complete combinatorial test suit for network testing?

Goal: Literature study explains that size of complete combinatorial test suit is often high 
depending on the parameters of SUT and their values. It might also be high in network
testing due to large number of parameters. For this reason a market survey will be performed 
to find the specific performance parameters to achieve a complete combinatorial test suite. 

SQ2: Dealing with a specific network scenario what parameters and which values of those 
parameters should be focused?

Goal: Live configurations and scenarios will be gathered from the industry in response of
the questionnaire. In this way exact problem of the industry will be addressed in the study 
rather than working with some assumption based inputs. Compiled results on the basis of 
questionnaire will be compared and authenticated from the same industry. 

SQ3: Is there any network simulator using an approach of combinatorial testing?

Goal: There are many studies [e.g. 3, 5, and 6] deal with combinatorial testing. In the design 
of CTBS this approach will be implemented for generating automated test cases. 

SQ4: Will CTBS perform all necessary test cases?  

Goal: Efficiency according to execution time does matter for an automated testing tool. 
Therefore a reduced test suite will be designed and implemented in CTBS on the behalf of 
most demanding parameters in questionnaire.

SQ5: Will CTBS generate test cases in an automated fashion?

Goal: A routine for generating test cases in an automated fashion will be provided as the 
biggest feature of CTBS. That will generate and run all test cases in automated way. Because 
test cases equal to the size of combinatorial test suite are impossible to run manually. 

SQ6: How reliability of CTBS will be measured?

Goal: Reliability measurement of simulation will be validated through the pilot run. To 
validate the results, they will be compared with manually obtained results by mapping them 
on timeline graph.

SQ7: What would be the outcomes of CTBS and how they will be presented?

Goal: During combinatorial execution of CTBS, lot of test cases will report system overload 
conditions. These test cases will be actually traffic patterns generated by different types of 
traffic generators. All these traffic patterns will be stored in a set and that set will be the 
major output of CTBS.     
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Overview
In order to achieve credible results out from any study, research methodology should be 
properly identified. Otherwise whole research might undergo in wrong direction or study 
may provide undesired results. 

Mixed research approach [8] is adopted to conduct this research as the demand of multiple 
phases. In initial phase, detailed literature study is done to understand the network testing, 
network load and stress metrics, combinatorial testing and usage of simulators in the field of 
testing. After assessing the target industry, a questionnaire is designed and filled from focus 
groups [13] as a qualitative method. On the basis of obtained data from questionnaires, 
quantitative research methodology is adopted to achieve the results by mean of experiment
on simulator specially designed for and as a part of this study. Using statistics resulted by 
simulation, inductive mode is applied to draw a general conclusion on the behalf of limited 
set of observations. Nature of the study is explanatory, as result of experiment are explaining 
cause and effect of given problem. Over all the nature of study is applied research as results 
will be applied to real world situations.

4.2 Literature Study
Literature study is carried out for better understanding of current state of the art within the 
area. For this purpose literature presented in Testbed and Research Infrastructures for the 
DEvelopment of NeTworks and COMmunities (TRIDENTCOM) conferences is reviewed 
carefully. Research articles presented in TRIDENTCOM provide a comprehensive 
knowledge as background for this study. Moreover many articles published in IEEE 
conferences on network testing, combinatorial structures and network simulators were 
studied. Moreover current news and articles by developers of network simulators also 
considered for keeping track on new advancement available and scope of this study. 

4.3 Focus Groups as Qualitative Methodology
Focus groups is a better qualitative approach for a research that is in the phase of evolution. 
Focus groups is a well suited approach for the study in which outcomes propose a new idea 
to a specific user in the market. Focus groups of this study are such companies that are 
communicating between their business offices through corporate network and availing the 
SLAs from a service provider (third party).     

“Focus Groups is a commonly used method of qualitative research and a great way to obtain 
a deeper understanding of key issues. Focus groups allows researcher to capture opinions of 
participants in a unique setting”. [13]  

In this study this approach is adopted due to many reasons. The concerned issue is not 
relevant to any specific organization. It is a common area of interest for all of those 
organizations that are running their businesses totally or partially relying on the network 
services. Due to their business continuity they are dependent on the highly available network 
services and they demand a reliable network services. For this purpose both parties like 
provider and customer of network service, must agree on SLAs. For fulfillment of these 
SLAs services must be tested often.  This study proposes a system that will be solution of the
problem for its focus group.

4.3.1 Data collection procedure
In qualitative research there are three procedures of data collection that are complete 
observer, documents and open ended questionnaire [8]. In this study only open ended 
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questionnaire is adopted because focus groups is quite technical and well aware to their 
system means configurations, dependant parameters and their results, flaws in the system 
and areas where margin of betterment is available in the system.            

In order to meet the answers of research questions focus groups is applied as qualitative 
method. 

4.3.2 Questionnaire
Questionnaire is well known technique to collect demographic data and users opinions [22]. 
Normally questionnaires are used to gather data from large number of people. Two types of 
questions can be asked in questionnaire. One is called open ended questions in which 
respondents are free to answer in their own way. These questions are also known as 
subjective questions. Other type of questions is close ended questions in which respondents 
are limited to choose the answer among already given options. These questions are also 
called as objective questions. 

A great care should be taken while designing the questionnaire because ambiguous and 
unnecessary questions may lead to the failure of the process and wastage of resources. 
Similarly to evaluate these questionnaires in useful manner strong skills are required. In this 
study most important reason of using questionnaire is to evaluate real configurations and 
committed SLAs for the networks from the industry rather using only literature based 
scenarios. There are some other reasons that are as followed [22]:

 They can be repeatedly used in the similar applications after the design completion. 
 These are very cost effective as users can fill the questionnaires remotely or very less 

interaction with evaluation participant and testers. 
 User point of view can be analyzed easily by the testers. 
 Data gathered by the questionnaires can be used as the reliable basis for comparison. 

4.4 Experiment as Quantitative Methodology  
Experiment is adopted for this study as it is a well known technique for empirical and 
statistical evaluation. In order to conduct experiment a simulator will be develop using C++. 
As identified in chapter 2 and 3 that there is no simulator till yet in the market that is using 
combinatorial structures for network testing therefore a new simulator is going to be 
proposed and developed for experimentation. Reliability of the simulator will be tried to 
achieve up to 99% using statistical testing. After achieving the said reliability level demands 
of focus groups will be experimented. Otherwise focus groups would show reluctance to use 
the simulated results for their live network testing. 
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5 THEORETICAL WORK 

5.1 Network Model
Today domestic or commercial use of computer network is not a debatable issue, users have 
to decide only thing that which model will be the best for them. While selecting WAN 
connection where network services are provided by third party [23] recommends that 
availability, bandwidth, cost, management, application traffic, QoS and access controls 
should be the parameters of selection criteria. Nowadays well know WAN connection types 
are leased line and broadband. According to [24, 23] leased line is used commercially due to 
24 hours service availability, high control, full-bandwidth, high-cost enterprise networks, 
and last-mile access. Normally two geographically apart sites of an organization connected 
through leased line are called enterprise network or corporate network. NSPs that provide 
dedicated access to their users also ensure some service qualities and guarantees. In case of 
leased line these qualities and guarantees are technically termed SLAs.    

5.1.1 Network QoS and SLAs
According to [23] QoS is defined as “it is important to prioritize traffic over the link and 
manage traffic flow so that bursty traffic does not slow mission-critical traffic”. On the other 
hand [17] defines SLA as “An SLA provides means to formalize the relationships between a 
provider (delivering a service) and a user (receiving a service)”. Basically SLA is a formal 
negotiated agreement between two or more entities for service providing and receiving 
according to any QoS. Large organizations like ITU-T, ISO, IEC and IETF are doing general 
research in the field of network services and providing standards on QoS. NSPs use these 
standards while setting SLA with their customers according to their demand. For example a 
template of SLA is shown the Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 Template of SLA [17]

Although SLA is specific and confidential for each customer, its template is presented in Fig.
5.1. The giant NSP can also broadcast their SLA for a specific service as a marketing 
strategy. Like [25] is presenting a broadcasted draft of SLA by the AT&T for T1 Lines as 
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“AT&T guarantees you service availability of at least 99.99%, a network-wide monthly 
average delay of 60 milliseconds for time sensitive application traffic like voice/video and a 
network-wide average packet loss of less than 0.7%. If AT&T misses their performance 
targets, you'll receive a one-day credit to your monthly connection charge”. The only 
included draft and a focused value of 60 millisecond delay is chosen to conduct experiment 
for this study. But still to conduct this experiment, configurations from the focus groups has 
to gather.   

5.2 Network Testing
Dealing the corporate network scenario, operations has become critical to perform and 
evaluate where surety of service availability is prime business concern. Network testing 
normally based on network equipment, deployed software, configurations and topologies. 
According to [15] network testing is classified into two major categories like element-testing 
(verification of a particular network node like a switch, a router or a firewall) and cloud-
testing. Nortel Networks gathered some requirements against network testing system, that 
system should provide [15]:

 Automatic and autonomous acquisition of data concerning to topology.
 End-to-end monitoring of the network
 Set of failures states and causes 
 A large pool of test modules with different diagnostic qualities 
 Not confine the operations only in the walls of a development lab.

In the light of above article some decision are made to generate questionnaire and 
experiment. Those decisions are as followed:

 Element testing of a VOIP gateway
 Manual, automated (combinatorial based) and load conditions for diagnosis 

5.2.1 Load and stress testing
For the surety of minimum SLAs load and stress testing are the two well known approaches. 
Load testing is used to determine how network will perform in a typical environment under 
“load condition”. In order to define the load so many metrics could be consider like a very 
large number of sessions, a large number of users, or a large number of connections and 
most important of all a huge amount of traffic incoming and outgoing from the network. 
Stress testing is used to test the services of network out of boundary conditions. In case of 
stress testing testers know that undergoing testing is outside the boundary so any rejection is 
acceptable. [4]

In [21] maximum load baring capacity is evaluated by keeping user commands fix but 
lowering the resources through cable disruption and network equipment failure. But putting 
load on the network in this way is not a systematic approach. A systematic approach given in 
this study is more effective like increasing the traffic and putting the resources fix. For this 
sake a continuous phenomena of putting load is adopted. That is increase in the number of 
connections for different types of traffic and changing the order of packets in the traffic 
streams. 

5.2.2 Load metrics
Load metrics are discussed in section 5.2.1, but the main objective to determine the load and 
stress is finding those values/situations of these metrics in which network service goes 
beyond the commitments of SLAs. After finding these conditions in the networks they can 
remove, reduce or schedule. In this way reliability levels of network services are increased. 
For the identification of load and stress metrics, upper bound values are being used in 
simulators for many years. Metrics for conducting experiment in this study is based on the 
demand of focus groups.         
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5.3 Simulation Technique
Simulations can imitate both discrete and continuous systems hence called discrete and 
continuous models. As networks are by nature based on digital logic and lie in the class of 
discrete system that is why network simulators also discrete in nature. Discrete nature 
simulators perform Event Driven Simulation (EDS) which means they deal with the events 
or some certain state behavior. [26]      

5.3.1 Network simulation techniques
In the field of communication and networking simulation techniques has been using for 
many years. Lot of products are available in the market like Ns, OpNet, and Boson 
NetworkSim etc having their appropriate advantages according to industry requirements. 
Advanced networks has become extremely complex and do not lend well to theoretical 
analysis. EDS studies are being applied for gaining better performance of network 
components, algorithms and protocols, and their interaction. Feeling the deficiencies still in 
this area, [27] is trying to combine theoretical modeling with EDS to exploit the advantages 
of both techniques. The ongoing projects related to EDS are as following [27]: 

 Fluid model-based simulation
 Network calculus-based simulation
 Rescaling-based simulation (new, unfunded) 
 Mixed mode simulation (new. unfunded) 
 Network emulation (new, partially funded)

5.3.2 Development life cycle
In order to develop a computer based simulation, software development life cycle can also be 
used, but [26] is dealing with another approach of simulation development through 
mathematical models shown in Fig.5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Way to model a system [26]

5.3.3 Evaluation criteria
In order to evaluate simulators a continuous validation and verification (V&V) mechanism is 
adopted during development process. Model is validated with the real system, software is 
verified with the help of pilot runs and in the end credibility of the results also validated. 
Pilot runs are designed by the observation of real system. All working conditions of the real 
system must be covered and those critical situations that cannot be achieved in real life due 
to many conditions must be tackled by the simulators.    

5.3.4 Use of simulation in quantitative experiments 
“Simulation of software processes is now a well established and successful field of software 
engineering research and practice”[28]. There are some suggestions as well about the design 
strategies for empirical experiments, that design must exhibit [28]: 
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 Speculative simulation conditions
 Conditions close to real world
 A rigorous fashion that is possible only in simulated world
 Inputs and the expected outputs and how they can measure
 Quantification of results 

5.4 Combinatorial Structures
“Combinatorics is a branch of mathematics that generally deals with a finite or at most 
countable infinite set and collections of its subsets. These collections must then satisfy 
certain criteria depending on the class of objects and the problem being considered”[29].

But working in the field of combinatorial structure is quite challenging the first reason 
behind this is the finding a structure for given problem means, Is there any structure exist 
already or not? Secondly if there are more than one structures close to given problem means,
how many they are in value? This reason is normally termed as enumeration situation. Third 
reason is about finding the most appropriate one with the given problem and called 
optimization situation. [29]

5.4.1 Combinatorial structures for generating test data
This study is focusing on the techniques available in the field of combinatorics that can help 
in automated generation of traffic patterns as test data. Earlier studies like [30] used reversed 
binary tree for generating test data in a combinatorial way, in [31] graph structures are used 
to planning test data for the complex systems and in [5] an exact approach of combinatorial 
structures that is covering array is used to minimize test data for an e-commerce based 
application. Regarding to section 5.4, enumeration and optimization situation is tackled in 
the design of CTBS as the key feature. 

A very simple example for generating test data in an automated fashion using combinatorial 
structure is included to depict this approach fully. By considering a system having three 
parameters k=3 having two values for each v=2 show in table 5.1 a set of complete 
combinatorial test patterns must be vk = 23 = 8.

Table 5.1 Parameters of system and their appropriate values
Param1 Param2 Param3
A A 1
B B 2

Complete set of test patterns = {Aa1, Aa2, Ab1, Ab2, Ba1, Ba2, Bb1, Bb2}. 
An optimization can be achieved in the size of combinatorial test patterns by reducing the 
value of a parameter. For example if set of all possible patterns only starting with ‘A’ will be 
less than vk.
Set of test patterns starting with ‘A’ only = {Aa1, Aa2, Ab1, Ab2}. 

5.4.2 Automated testing in network scenario
A system can be termed as automated network simulator that has the ability of knowledge 
base or database selecting options for modifying network architecture in accordance with 
user preferences. For selecting these options system generates a base-line simulation from 
the network architecture, this base-line simulation includes performance data on the network 
architecture under a predetermined scenario. [32]

In the field of computer networks as discussed in section 5.3.1 simulation techniques are 
used for automated testing. Almost all of the earlier designed network simulators are using 
automated testing by mean of multiple threading due to high speed nature of networks. Some 
of them are physically deployed in the live networks for monitoring purpose where as most
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of them are computer based analyzer. Automated testing in networks is adopted in different 
ways for example some products analyze routing behavior of traffic by variation of physical 
resources like OPNet.  REAL deals with dynamic testing for congestion control checking, 
NetSim provides realistic modeling of Ethernet by generating automated control signals and 
Maise perform testing of network by automated message passing between the nodes. [18]

5.5 Architecture of CTBS
On the behalf of literature reviewed in chapter 2 as background knowledge and current study 
in this chapter as theoretical reading, architecture of CTBS is designed. By getting all basic 
inputs as the base line of simulation, CTBS is designed to generate traffic patterns in an 
automated fashion using the technique of combinatorial structures. Theoretical interpretation 
of designed architecture can be done by mapping an example of a call centre as SUT. 
Configurations may involve that there are four VOIP phones G.729 enabled and two PC’s as 
billing server. These configurations have k parameters like VOIP phones and PC’s and their 
respective v values are four and two. SLA can be external link guarantees given in form of 
any service like Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), T1 or T3 bandwidth. On extracting 
parameters and values from configurations module of combinatorial test-suit generator 
generates vk test cases. Size of test suit may optimize using load metric for example at a time 
maximum three operators work means max value of VOIP connections is three. In the phase 
of test-suite optimization performance parameter also matters means management is only 
interested to find out no of call drops rather than delay and jitter in VOIP traffic. Reliability 
of simulator can be evaluated on the behalf of pilot runs using base line of the simulation. In 
the end validity of results is checked with the help of statistical tests. 

Fig. 5.3 Graphical representation of CTBS Architecture
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6 EMPIRICAL STUDY

6.1 Focus Groups as Qualitative Approach
Focus Groups is a better qualitative approach for those kinds of research which are in phase 
of evolutions. Focus groups is a well suited approach for the study in which outcomes 
propose some new idea to a specific user in the market. Focus groups of this study are such 
companies that are communicating between their business offices through corporate network 
and availing the SLAs from a service provider (third party). Reliability of SLAs in corporate 
networks becomes more critical with the involvement of time sensitive traffic parallel to 
ordinary elastic traffic.      

 “Focus Groups is a commonly used method of qualitative research and a great way to obtain 
a deeper understanding of key issues. Focus groups allows researcher to capture opinions of 
participants in a unique setting”. [13]  

In this study this approach is adopted due to many reasons. The concerned issue is not 
relevant to any specific organization. It is a common area of interest for all those 
organizations that are running their business totally or partially relying on the network 
services. They are dependent on QoS and SLAs for their business continuity. On the other 
end service providers, market advanced QoS as their SLAs to capture more and more 
customers. For this purpose both parties like provider and customer of network service agree 
on SLAs and perform network testing to check their demand and supply. This study is 
proposing a system that will be valuable for its focus group.       

6.1.1 Data collection procedure
In qualitative research there are three procedures of data collection that are complete 
observer, documents and open ended questionnaire [8]. In this study only open ended 
questionnaire is adopted because focus groups is quite technical and well aware to their 
system means configurations, dependant parameters and their results, flaws in the system 
and areas where margin of betterment is available in the system.            

6.1.2 Open ended questionnaire
In order to have a strong qualitative study, an open ended questionnaire is designed and 
filled from the organizations using WAN services for transmitting voice and ordinary data 
between their different business offices. It contains some open ended questions about your 
current network architecture, its shortcomings (system outage, delay, jitter, packet loss etc). 
Questionnaire demands some progressive tasks that can make network more healthy and 
reliable. In the questionnaire ideas, suggestions, satisfaction level on network services and 
demand of network testing are the factors that make decisions about the importance of 
research and its originality. The questionnaire is filled by all of the four organizations in a 
way that all of them tried to depict the main problems they face in their current scenario, 
running configurations and provided SLAs.

6.1.3  Data analysis and interpretation
Data can be in different forms like text or images but designed questionnaire in this study 
contains only textual data about the configurations and SLAs. This textual data will be lately 
used in experiment for generating combinatorial test data. Provided data in questionnaire 
from the focus group can be analyzed using a generic process as below [8]:  

 Collecting and preparing the data
 Going through the data for having a general impression
 Categorization and organization the data
 Generating codes for the description data
 Using narrative passage to convey the findings of the analysis
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Following the above steps all of qualitative data is gathered and a detail discussion is carried 
out for making a general perception about the question no 9 in which operational feasibility 
recommendation is demanded. Data gathered against question number 2 to 8 is analyzed by 
putting that in an excel sheet, decision for running pilot runs in this study are made on the 
basis of mode values for each �arameter. Otherwise design of CTBS is quite flexible and 
can be used for all values alternatively according to desire. Complete questionnaire is 
appended in Appendix A, but most focused questions are given as below: 

Q2. Which device for signaling is used as gateway? (VOIP + Data)
Q3. Which signaling protocol is used for voice transmission?
Q4. Which signaling protocol is used for other transmissions?
Q5. Which ITU-T Codec is configured in your voice media?
Q6. WAN link type and associated SLAs?
Q7. Avg. system outages/delay/jitter/packet loss in network services? (in 1 hr)
Q8. Which parameter must be tested on priority bases?

Table 6.1 Data Gathered from questionnaire and mode values
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Mode Value

Q2 Cisco 3640 IP PBX VOIP Router VOIP Router VOIP Router

Q3 SIP H.323 SIP SIP SIP

Q4 FTP,HTTP FTP, Telnet FTP,HTTP FTP,HTTP FTP

Q5 G.711-G.729 G.729 G.711 G.711 G.711

Q6 T3 T1 T1 E1 T1

Q7 20 msec 60 msec 70 msec 50 msec 65 msec 

Q8 Jitter Delay Delay Delay Delay

6.1.4 Validity and accuracy of findings
Validity of qualitative results cannot be done up to that reliability level as in case of 
quantitative results [33]. Qualitative results validation is done on the behalf of observations 
which are gathered from the focus groups organizations, survey of comments and 
suggestions of focus groups reported in questionnaire.  

A threat to validity could be the wrong observation of the observer due to many factors. Like 
observer might misjudge the peak and normal load timings of the system. That is why for
this study observation is not adopted and all information is taken from the 24 hours user 
(network engineers) of the systems. Another threat in the validity of the outcomes might be 
misusage of questionnaire due to anonymous person or organization. To eliminate this threat 
proper introduction of the person and organization is also demanded in the questionnaire. 

A threat to validity could be the wrong perception of the comments and suggestions from the 
focus group. This threat remains all the time with qualitative results as they are verbal 
statements mostly. But in this study almost main questions are not based on so many 
explanations due to standardization in the field of networks and cannot be misunderstand by 
the technician’s of the field.   

6.2 Experiment as Quantitative Approach
After completing qualitative method, quantitative research methodology is conducted to 
achieve the results by mean of experiment on simulation. Experiment is a good technique for 
empirical and statistical evaluation of the study. Experiment is a huge approach as they can 
be done on systems, humans or simulations. In this study it is on simulation CTBS which is 
designed particularly for this study. This experiment explores the relationship between 
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dependant and independent variables. This is also equally beneficial for the evaluation and 
validation of expected results of the research. The whole process of experiment is performed 
in a certain order of steps. The order of steps is like definition, planning, operation, analysis 
and interpretation [33]. During experiment process a great care is taken that it should remain 
appropriate and suitable for the investigation of research question.         

Effective experiment is based on more than one treatment [33] to compare the outcomes. 
Following the above statement, experiment is carried out for covering many factors like 
variation of independent variables by putting gradual load and stress on traffic and 
containing resources as constant, after that keeping load and stress as constant and lowering 
the resources. The results are calculated after each treatment, where treatment means a 
particular value of parameter.    

6.2.1 Definition
The experiment is done to evaluate how much combinatory traffic patterns can be generated 
as test cases, which traffic patterns cause more queuing delay for VOIP traffic? After bearing 
how much load network reaches to its upper bound? For this purpose what kind of automated 
test cases can be generated?   

6.2.2 Objects of study
Objects of study are well driven out from the qualitative analysis in form of data gathered in 
questionnaire. In those objects network configurations (parameters and values) and SLAs are 
involved. Two other objects like performance parameter (usage of voice compression) and 
load and stress conditions (increased packets) are involved to make this study more effective.      

6.2.3 Purpose
The purpose is designing of a simulation for networks to identify a comprehensive set of 
such traffic patterns that cause queuing delay for VOIP traffic.  

6.2.4 Perspective
Experiment is done according to networking industry developer’s perspective. Means this 
experiment is equally beneficial for hardware designers, protocol designer and network 
simulator designers. It is also highly beneficial for network designer, network engineer and 
network manager. Developers can use this experiment only when they are planning to 
develop a new device, protocol and simulator. On the other hand network designer, network 
engineer and network manager can use this experiment for testing whenever they are going 
to change any network scenario.    

6.2.5 Context
Experiment is run on a prototype of CTBS. This prototype is developed particularly for 
conducting the experiment by dealing all major functionalities. Algorithms of major 
functionalities are added in this report to make it more interesting and easy to understand for 
the readers.  

Algorithm of inserting packets of VOIP and FTP traffic into their appropriate priority based 
queues after checking configuration constraints.

For time = 0 to 30000                                             //     discrete time range in ms      
     If (time == SIP_Start and time < SIP_End)      // checks time range for a specific VOIP connection
           If (VOIP_Queue != FULL) //     exception handling for buffer over flow
                 VOIP_Queue [location].type = “VOIP” //     sets a tag of VOIP packet in the queue   
                 VOIP_Queue [location].insert  = time //     sets the insert time of packet into the queue 
                 location=location+1 //     location increment for next packet
     If (time = FTP_Start and time < FTP_End)        //     checks time range for a specific FTP connection  
           If (FTP_Queue != FULL) //     exception handling for buffer over flow
                 FTP_Queue [location].type = “FTP” //     sets a tag of FTP packet in the queue
                 FTP_Queue [location].insert  = time //     sets the insert time of packet into the queue
                 location=location+1 //     location increment for next packet 
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Algorithm of packet forwarding according to configured standards of priority queues. 

For time = 0 to 30000        //      discrete time range in ms
     If (Outbound_Interface == FREE )        //      checks whether WAN port id free or not  
           If (VOIP_Queue != EMPTY)        //      checks 1st priority queue for waiting packet  
                 VOIP_Queue [front].forward = time   //      sets forwarding time of VOIP packet 
                  front = front +1        //      increment to point the next packet 

   Outbound_Interface = Busy_VOIP          //      makes WAN link busy due to VOIP interval 
            Else If (FTP_Queue != EMPTY) //      checks 2nd priority queue for waiting packet
                  FTP_Queue [front].forward = time //      sets forwarding time of FTP packet

    Outbound_Interface = Busy_FTP //       makes WAN link busy due FTP interval
                   front = front +1 //    increment to point the next packet 

Algorithm for generating combinatorial test cases of traffic patterns by varying values of 
VOIP and FTP number of connections and start and end time of each connection randomly.   

For time = 0 to 30000 //     discrete time range in ms
     For VOIP_Connections = 1 to 4 //     combinatorial loop for VOIP connections
           If (time == SIP_Start and time < SIP_End) //     checks time range for VOIP connection
             If (VOIP_Queue != FULL) //     exception handling for buffer over flow
                      VOIP_Queue [location].type = “VOIP” //     sets a tag of VOIP packet in the queue
                       VOIP_Queue [location].insert  = time //     sets the insert time of packet into the queue
                        location=location+1 //     location increment for next packet
      For FTP_Connections = 2 to 10 //     combinatorial loop for FTP connections
          If (time = FTP_Start and time < FTP_End) //     checks time range for FTP connection
                 If (FTP_Queue != FULL) //     exception handling for buffer over flow
                      FTP_Queue [location].type = “FTP” //     sets a tag of FTP packet in the queue
                      FTP_Queue [location].insert  = time     //     sets the insert time of packet into the queue
                      location=location+1 //     location increment for next packet

6.2.6 Context selection
Context of this experiment is a reliability measurement of network services under maximum 
load and stress by different nature of network traffic. According to selected context 
properties of experiment are like below: 

 Lot of research work has been done on network testing to assure SLAs before 
conducting the experiment. Not so many human resources are involved in this 
experiment as the whole task of generating test cases is took place in an automated 
way. 

 As per scope of the experiment is concerned it is specific because only scenario of 
corporate networks is considered. Similarly according to simulations again it is 
specific as only C++ based prototype is used to conduct the experiment. 

6.2.7 Variable selection
Values for each parameter given in table6.2 are used as independent variables in this 
experiment. By altering these values a combinatorial test-suit of traffic patterns will be 
generated in the step of execution.    

Table 6.2 Decided values and ranges of independent variables
WAN Link Traffic Range of Connections No of packets /sec Packet Size (octet) 
T1 VOIP VOIP : 1-4 ITU-T : G.711 = 50 ITU-T : G.711 = 250

T3 FTP FTP : 2 – 10 FTP : 2 FTP : 1000 

Queuing Delay in the considered network scenario is a dependant variable. Means in the 
whole experiment it is tried to identify that after what load of network traffic and in which 
pattern network goes beyond the confidence range, means queuing delay cross threshold of 
SLAs.  
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6.2.8 Selection of subjects
Particularly designed simulator CTBS for this study is used as subject for the experiment. 
During the experiment, scenario is not generated graphically, as the most demanding area of 
this study deals with generating a set of network traffic patterns in a systematic way.   

6.2.9 Instrumentation
Instruments used in the experiments are chosen during planning phase where as their 
development is done in this phase. In case of measurement all results of simulations are kept 
in tabular format after each treatment. These tables contain queuing delay values for both 
VOIP and FTP traffic and at the forwarding of last VOIP traffic how many FTP packets are 
still waiting in the queue.      

6.2.10 Validity evaluation
Result validation of experiment is done to check how experiment remained successful. For 
validation of our result of experiment all kind of validities are checked as below: 

Conclusion validity: After changing the treatment, relationship between the independent 
and dependant variables is experienced according to expectation.    

Internal validity: Relation between treatment and outcomes is very realistic. Increase in 
number of connections for both type of traffic is resulting increase in avg. delay which 
proves internal validity.

Construct validity: Theoretical concerns about the experiments means by increasing load 
system must show outages. This theoretical concern is exactly visible in the outcomes of 
experiments which prove the construct validity of experiment.      

External validity: As per external validity is concerned outcomes are not so much generic. 
As lot of fixed things are there during the experiments. More over nature of the traffic is 
changing day by day. So possible test cases may extend in coming days that is why 
experiment is not much valid in this regard.  

6.2.11 Execution of pilot runs
Considering the scenario that VOIP Gateway of customer is connected through dedicated 
link of T1 (1.54 Mbps) with network service provider (PSTN). VOIP phones are considered 
to be configured as G.711 codec scheme generating 50 packets per second (sec) at the rate of 
20 milli-seconds (ms). Each VOIP packet size is considered as standard size of G.711 packet 
that is 224 bytes and must forward on T1 link in 10 ms. And size of FTP packet is set at 
1000 byte that must be forward on T1 link in 40 ms. Under the phase of execution two 
treatments are performed by mean of manual configuration. Treatments based on manual 
configurations are considered as pilot runs for determining the validity of simulation results. 
In these treatments no of connections for VOIP and FTP traffic, their first packet reaching to 
priority queues times and rate of FTP packets/sec are set manually. Termination time of 
simulation is set at the forwarding time of last VOIP packet. Results of simulation are 
compared with the results of same treatment by designing them on time lines graphically.   

Treatment 1: (Manual Configurations)
VOIP Connections: 1
FTP Connections: 1 
Entry of first VOIP Packet into Queue at : 0 ms
Entry of first FTP Packet into Queue at: 0 ms
Entry of both VOIP and FTP streams into queue terminated at: 200 ms
No of FTP packets: 25 packets/sec 
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Fig. 6.1 Simulation Results for treatment 1

By drawing the configurations of Treatment 1 on time line graph, values for coming in and 
out from the queue are calculated manually for both packet streams. Those are shown in 
following table.

Table 6.3 Manually calculated results for treatment 1
Type of traffic V F V V F V V F V V F V V F V

In (ms) 0 0 20 40 40 60 80 80 100 120 120 140 160 160 180

Out (ms) 0 10 50 60 90 70 80 170 130 140 150 160 210

Delay (ms) 0 10 30 20 50 10 0 90 30 20 10 0 30

Avg. VOIP delay = (0+30+20+10+0+30+20+10+0+30)/10 = 15 ms
Avg. FTP delay = (10+50+90)/3 = 50 ms
After forwarding the last VOIP packet at 210 ms still two FTP packets are waiting for 
forwarding. 

Treatment 2: (Manual Configurations)
VOIP Connections: 1
FTP Connections: 2 
Entry of first VOIP Packet into Queue: 15 ms
Entry of first FTP Packet into Queue: {0, 1} ms
Entry of VOIP stream into queue terminated at: 200 ms
Entry of both FTP streams into queue Terminated at: 100 ms
No of FTP packets: 25 packets/sec in each connection 

Fig. 6.2 Simulation Results for treatment 2

By drawing the configurations of Treatment 2 on time line graph, values for coming in and 
out from the queue are calculated manually for both packet streams. Those are shown in 
following table.
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Table 6.4 Manually calculated results for treatment 2
Type of 
traffic

F F V V F F V V F F V V V V V V

In (ms) 0 1 15 35 40 41 55 75 80 81 95 115 135 155 175 195

Out (ms) 0 70 40 50 150 60 110 120 130 140 190 200 210

Delay
(ms)

0 69 25 15 110 5 35 25 15 5 35 25 15

Avg. VOIP delay = (25+15+5+35+25+15+5+35+25+15)/10 = 20 ms
Avg. FTP delay = (0+69+110)/3 = 59 ms
After forwarding the last VOIP packet at 210 ms still three FTP packets are waiting for 
forwarding.

6.2.12 Validity of simulation 
Similarity of the simulation results under pilot runs by mean of manual and controlled 
configurations with the results, calculated numerically using the tabular data of time line 
graph. Which means simulator is reliable and is ready to execute the automated treatments 
based on combinatorial structures. 

6.2.13 Execution of combinatorial run
After validating the simulation results, combinatorial execution of simulator is performed as 
an actual experiment that took 15 minutes. Practically this time seems huge but for the case 
of combinatorial based simulation it is common. A large range of values are varying in this 
execution like number of VOIP and FTP connections, and starting time of each connection
shown in table 6.2. Here starting time of each connection is considered as entry time of first 
packet into queue against each connection. Large number of treatments is motivating 
towards the use of combinatorial technique in an automated fashion. Each treatment is 
performed as a complete test case and each test case generates a unique traffic pattern due to 
combinatorial approach. It results a certain value of average queuing delay against that traffic 
pattern. Result of each test case is compared with 60 ms that is a value of average VOIP 
delay committed in SLA against T1 line. Simulator reports and logs only those traffic 
patterns and test cases whose results go beyond this committed value.
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7 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Due to millions of executed treatments in the experiment performed on CTBS, in case of 
combinatorial execution. In order to analyze, the results of this very large numbers of 
experiment treatments are grouped. The grouping is done according to their ranges of 
independent variables. Number of selected connections for both VOIP and FTP traffic are 
grouped. Each group has treatments according to entry time of first packet in the queue from 
packet stream of each connection. Grouping mechanism is explained below.

Group 1:
Number of VOIP Connections = 1
Number of FTP Connections = 2
Entry time range into queue for first VOIP packet = {0 to 19}   
Entry time range into queue for first FTP packet = {0 to 39}

As mentioned against the Group 1 that there are 1 VOIP and two FTP connections. Although 
size of connections is fix in a group but still there are many treatments due to variation of 
starting time against these connections. According to combinatorial approach variation in the 
starting time for 1 VOIP and 1 FTP can be attained as following:

{(0,0),(1,0), (2,0),(3,0)………………………………………………… (19,0)}
{(0,1),(1,1), (2,1),(3,1) …………………………………………………(19,1)}
{(0,2),(1,2),( 2,2),( 3,2)………………………………………..………..(19,2)}
{(0,3),(1,3),( 2,3),( 3,3)……………………………………………….…(19,3)}
{……….………………………………………………………………………}
{……….………………………………………………………………………}
{….……………………………………………………………………………}
{(0,39),(1,39),( 2,39),(3,39)…………….………………………..……(19,39)}

It is necessary to mention that first value in parenthesis is for VOIP packets, whereas second 
value is for FTP. In case of different type of traffic, order does matter therefore an approach 
of permutation is used to generate combinatorics. On the other hand, in case of making 
combinatorics for same traffic, an approach of combinations is followed.    

After understanding how treatments are generated within a group, the basic grouping scheme
is mentioned in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Grouping Scheme
No. of FTP Connections

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9
2 G10 G11 G12 G13 G14 G15 G16 G17 G18
3 G19 G20 G21 G22 G23 G24 G25 G26 G27N
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4 G28 G29 G30 G31 G32 G33 G34 G35 G36

After having a clear description about the grouping scheme of treatments, it is quite simple 
to explain the results. As discussed earlier in section 6.2.13, the simulator reports only those 
treatments whose results go beyond the threshold value of dependant variable. As a result, a 
whole group may be included or excluded in this discussion. 

For the sake of reader’s easiness, traffic pattern that causes average queuing delay for VOIP 
traffic less than 60 ms is called as good traffic pattern, and traffic pattern that causes average 
queuing delay for VOIP traffic greater than or equal to 60 ms is called as bad traffic pattern.  
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No treatment in groups G1 to G20 reported by the CTBS as a result of bad traffic pattern. It 
means all traffic patterns in G1 to G20 are good. It can be observed from Table 7.1, for the 
groups G1 to G9 that only one VOIP connection is running parallel with FTP connections, 
where values of FTP connections are varying from 2 to 10. So generated traffic flow on the 
WAN link due to G1 to G9 is not so high that is why not a single treatment is resulted as a 
cause of bad traffic pattern. That is why these groups are mentioned as green-groups in 
table7.1.  For groups G10 to G18 two VOIP connections are running parallel with FTP 
connections, where values of FTP connections are varying from 2 to 10. So generated traffic 
flow on the WAN link due to G10 to G18 is again not so high that is why again no treatment 
is resulted as a cause of bad traffic pattern and also mentioned as green-groups in table7.1. 
For groups G19 and G20 although three VOIP connections are involved but even then due to 
small number of FTP connections like in G19 it is 2 and 3 in G20. For these two groups also
no treatment is resulted as a cause of bad traffic pattern hence mentioned as green-groups in 
table7.1.

Groups G28 to G36, based on four VOIP connections running parallel with FTP connections,
where values of FTP connections are varying from 2 to 10. All treatments of all groups in 
G28 to G36 are resulted by the simulator causing bad traffic patterns. That is why groups 
G28 to G36 are mentioned as rd-groups in table7.1. It is experienced that for all groups G28 
to G36, number of FTP connections are not affecting, as well as starting time of any 
connection in any treatment is also not making any change. From this it is quite clear that T1 
line is insufficient for four VOIP connections running parallel, even in the case of not a 
single FTP connection.

For the groups G21 to G27 a commonality is that there are three VOIP connections in each 
group, where as FTP connections are varying from 4 to 10 respectively. In each group 
according to results of CTBS some treatments cause good traffic patterns and some cause 
bad. Due to this behavior of these groups all of them are mentioned as yellow-groups in the 
table7.1. For better understanding how groups are further divided into treatments, and what 
are the constituents of these treatments internal architecture of a group is shown in fig7.1. 

Fig. 7.1 shows internal architecture of a group. The whole curly bracket is the boundary of 
group. Each parenthesis shows one complete treatment so considered example in fig 7.1
contains two treatments, otherwise there may be many more treatments. Square brackets are 
depicting type of traffic, in this study two types of traffic is in use that is all the time there 
would be two square brackets first square bracket is for VOIP traffic and second is for FTP 
traffic. Going inside the square bracket start time of connections are mentioned according to 
their type of traffic. In groups, numbers of connections are variable so inside a square 
bracket these values would be variable in counting. Values separated by the comma inside 
square brackets are a start time of connections for a specific type. If starting time of 
connection is a numeric value, it represents that this time slot is sensitive for the result of 
treatment. If it is a variable like x and y, it represents that starting time of this connection 
does not sensitive for the treatment that means by varying this connection starting time result 
of treatment does not change. 

Fig. 7.1 Internal Architecture of a Group

For groups G21 to G27, all of the treatments are executed by the CTBS in a systematic way 
to approach that specific treatment, where from range of bad traffic patterns starts. Below 
mentioned architecture of groups for G21 to G27 can be mapped with the architecture given 
in fig7.1. In each group only the very first treatment that cause a bad traffic pattern is 
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mentioned and onward means all upcoming treatments in that group also fall in the range of 
bad traffic patterns. 

In G21: {([1,1,19],[0,0,0,y]),……………… onward}

In G22: {([1,1,7],[0,0,y,y,y]),……………… onward}

In G23: {([1,1,1],[0,y,y,y,y,y]),…………… onward}

In G24: {([0,11,11],[0,y,y,y,y,y,y]),………. onward}

In G25: {([0,11,11],[ 0,y,y,y,y,y,y,y]),……. onward}

In G26: {([0,11,11],[ 0,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y]),….. onward}

In G27: {([0,11,11],[ 0,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y]),… onward}

After having this detail of results in a decomposed form, it is quite easy to make a general 
idea about the results that on reaching the critical range of bad patterns in any group,
incoming traffic must be reduced to avoid bad quality. 
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SUMMARY

To work in the area of network testing for performance evaluation this study is conducted in 
three phases. Literature study is performed for a better understanding of relevant topics. A 
qualitative approach of focus groups is adopted as fact finding technique from the business 
users of networks about their network architecture and services. According to focus group, 
testing of such operations is becoming complex and necessary due to use of real time 
applications such as voice and video traffic. As packets of elastic traffic are huge size so they 
occupy a major portion of resources and cause delay for time sensitive traffic. In order to 
provide a better service, standards of QoS are adopted like prioritization of time-sensitive 
traffic over the elastic traffic (priority queuing). An experiment is performed on the 
simulation for finding solution of said problem by the focus groups.     

This study is an augmentation of three different areas and finally most beneficial for network 
testing. The outcome of this study is an automated testing tool for the performance 
evaluation of given scenario and associated configurations. An approach of combinatorial 
structures is used for the generation of automated test data. As this tool is only computer 
based and is not developed for deployment in live networks. That is why technique of 
simulation is adopted to draw network scenario and configurations. Collectively the 
developed tool CTBS can be termed as network testing tool in a testbed simulator using 
combinatorial structures.  In the area of network testing performance parameter like average 
queuing delay is measured by varying traffic pattern in an automated fashion. And if some 
patterns found resulting average delay beyond of value committed in SLA are save into log 
file of the tool for the sake of results.
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FUTURE WORK

Future work for this study in order to make the design of CTBS more comprehensive would 
be use of State Transition Tables (STT) based on a searching algorithm [7] that is Knuth 
Morris Pratt Finite Automata (KMPFA) pattern matching algorithm. Use of STT would be 
for the sake of a database of test cases that will report outage of network services in different 
scenarios and configurations. This STT would be a helping guide for the network managers 
while configuring their networks. Because once having a complete database of problematic 
patterns they can be avoid next time while making configurations of networks. The 
advantage of KMPFA based STT is that they can search from the database within a low 
searching cost than any of the other searching technique.  
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire:

Master Thesis (DVD009) 
Blekinge Institute of Technology 2007.

Author: Muhammad Ahsan Asim
Email: meas06@student.bth.se
Title (preliminary): Network Testing in a Testbed Simulator using Combinatorial 
Structures. 
Advisor(s): Dr. Markus Fiedler markus.fiedler@bth.se
Thesis type: Analytical Research

Description:
This questionnaire will be used only to help in a qualitative study for the above project. 
Questionnaire is sent to your organization considering a focus group (corporate network 
running VOIP and elastic data on WAN link) for this study. All facts and Figures in the 
questionnaire will be kept confidential. It contains some open ended questions about your 
current network architecture, its shortcomings (system outage, delay, jitter, packet loss etc). 
Questionnaire demands some progressive tasks that can make network more healthy and 
reliable. 

Company Name: -----------------------------------
Information Provider Contact:    -----------------------------------
Designation: -----------------------------------

Q1. What kind of business you are running?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q2. Which device for signaling is used as gateway? (VOIP + Data)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q3. Which signaling protocol is used for voice transmission?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q4. Which signaling protocol is used for other transmissions?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q5. Which ITU-T Codec is configured in your voice media?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q6. WAN link type and associated SLAs?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q7. Avg. system outages/delay/jitter/packet loss in network services? (in 1 hr)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q8. Which parameter must be tested on priority bases?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q9. Would you like to adopt the simulator after assuring its reliability?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


